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Chapter 8

Impact Paragraph

The studies presented in this dissertation contribute to our understanding of how concerns

for sustainability influence individual decision-making in financial markets. As such, the

studies have implications for practitioners in different sectors.

First, the dissertation has implications for policy makers. It is a pressing concern for

policy makers to increase the amount of funds that are invested under the consideration

of ESG criteria. As part of the action plan to promote sustainable investments, the Euro-

pean Commission has put in place a policy amendment to the MiFID II, which requires

financial advisors to elicit their clients’ sustainability preferences in their investments.

In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, I identify a potential unintended side consequence of

this policy amendment. Specifically, financial advisors may take knowledge about their

clients’ sustainability preferences in order to extract additional profits from those who do

communicate these preferences. When clients can signal high financial literacy, the pre-

mium is eliminated, but sustainable investment clients who cannot signal high financial

literacy bear the burden of higher fees. This form of discriminatory pricing is concerning,

as it could hurt consumer welfare and negatively affect the long-run attractiveness of

sustainable investing.

In a separate survey with financial regulators, I show that these results are a surprise

to the majority of policy makers. When confronted with the results, a significant majority

(81%) also believes that attention from policy makers is necessary. Regulators suggest
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Chapter 8. Impact Paragraph

policy interventions, such as transparency (30%), standardized fees (25%) and consumer

education (17%).

In addition, Chapter 3 shows that if conflicts of interest that potentially lead to price

discrimination can be resolved, financial advice may be a useful tool to increase house-

holds’ propensity to invest sustainably. Investors in my sample report a lack of knowledge

about sustainable investing and tend to view sustainable investments as a trade-off be-

tween non-pecuniary benefits, such as having an impact or feeling good, and a lower

risk-adjusted return. However, investors are receptive to new information concerning

sustainable investing and change their investment behavior accordingly. Specifically, I

show that peer information provided at the buying decision increases the proportion of

funds that flow into sustainable investments. Importantly, this information only alters

behavior, when it changes investors’ prior beliefs.

Chapter 4 gives an indication that the buying decision is indeed the point in time when

investors are most susceptible to new information on sustainable investments. After this

decision, my results show that retail investors’ portfolios are relatively sticky, which leads

them to do few adjustments their portfolios, even after news of ESG scandals concerning

companies in their portfolios.

What is important to mention at this point is of course that policy makers should

supervise that investment clients are not manipulated into sustainable investments. The

financial advice should be utilized to close the knowledge gap of investors, in order to

better align sustainability-minded households’ investments with their preferences.

This dissertation also has implications for financial institutions catering to retail in-

vestors. Chapter 2 shows that clients with a preference for sustainability have a higher

willingness to pay for advice. Since financial advice represents a credence good, where

clients cannot fully assess the quality, even ex-post, this may be exploited by financial ad-

visors. At least in the short run, this dissertation shows that it is a profitable strategy for

financial advisors to use discriminatory pricing, where higher fees are charged and more

expensive products are sold to sustainable investors. However, these implications should

be taken with caution. Despite moral considerations related to price discrimination, my
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results cannot make any claims on the long-term profitability of such a strategy. For ex-

ample, there may be potential negative shocks to profitability if this price discrimination

is uncovered and made public.

Next to implications for pricing, the results presented in this dissertation may help

finance professionals better understand how retail investors react to sustainability infor-

mation. As shown in Chapter 3, investors are influenced by new information that change

their prior beliefs related to sustainable investments at the point of purchase, however,

as shown in Chapter 4 their trading behavior is less influenced by new information about

the sustainability of companies that they already hold in their portfolios. This provides

an insight about when sustainability information should be shown to investors, in order

to help them align their portfolios with their sustainability preferences.
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